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Stephen Colbert is positively itching to get on the air. So
much so that he’s saying a prayer every night that Donald
Trump stays in the Republican presidential race just long

enough to allow him to get off a few jokes when he takes the
reins of CBS’ “The Late Show” on Sept 8.

In his appearance Monday at the Television Critics Assn.
press tour, Colbert quipped that he’s been reduced to “dry-
Trumping” because he doesn’t have a TV outlet for another few
weeks. On the spot, he was challenged by the roomful of
reporters at the Beverly Hilton to serve up his best lines.

“Every little boy grows up believing they could be president
of the United States. I’m so happy that little boy is Donald
Trump. Please stay healthy until I get on the air,” he said, in the
quietly sincere voice that viewers of “The Colbert Report” came
to love. “Every night before I go to bed I light a candle and pray
that he stays in the race, and I also pray that no one puts that
candle anywhere near his hair.”

Colbert thoroughly charmed the TCA crowd as he answered
question after question about the process of dropping the
mask of the buffoonish conservative commentator character
that he played for nearly 10 years on Comedy Central’s “Colbert
Report.” When the session was over, he sat down on the edge
of the stage while a hive of reporters surrounded him for the
post-session scrum that ran about 10 minutes-until a CBS pub-
licist came from behind and gently pulled him off the stage.

Colbert emphasized that one of the things he’s most excit-
ed about is to be able to do interviews in his own voice and
persona. Interviews of intriguing people became his favorite
part of “Colbert Report,” although he had grown tired of having
to process his questions through the filter of the character. By
the end of the series run last year, Colbert barely bothered to
do so.

A mix of new and old 
“On the old show I wore the character as lightly as a cap. I

could dial it up and down as need be,” he said. “I’m looking for-
ward to being sincerely interested in what they have to say
without having to translate it through an idiot’s mouth.”
Colbert didn’t give up too much about his specific plans for the
format of his show. He said he wanted to do some traditional
latenight TV elements “in new ways.” And he announced that
Kendrick Lamar will be his first musical guest on the show.
Colbert said that it was only appropriate to welcome the rap-
per since Lamar was his last musical guest on “The Colbert
Report.”

He did offer insight into the remodeling of the Ed Sullivan

Theater, which has been restored to highlight the venue’s origi-
nal 1920s architecture. He said it looks more like a traditional
Broadway theater now rather than a TV studio because pro-
duction technology has improved so much that sound and
lighting equipment doesn’t need to be as prominent. Colbert
said he spent a day in the office with David Letterman about
10 days before Letterman signed off the show in May. Colbert
asked Letterman a barrage of questions about doing the show.
The two put away a few bottles of water during the process
(“the hard stuff,” he joked).

At one point, “I asked him do you mind me asking you these
questions ? He said ‘No. Nobody ever asked me these ques-
tions before.’ It was a very gracious way for him to say that only
the person sitting in that chair would care about the answers.”
At Letterman’s suggestion, Colbert has moved the desk on the
set to the other side of the stage, he added. Colbert also said
Letterman made a point of showing him how to operate the
brass-handled freight elevator that Letterman used to go from

his office to the “Late Show” stage floor. The symbolism was
not lost on Colbert. He said ‘there it is. Now it’s waiting for you.’
“

Daily show alumni 
Colbert was part of another send off last week, Jon

Stewart’s final installment of “The Daily Show,” the show that
launched Colbert’s career in a big way. “Daily Show” producers
asked Colbert to deliver an on-air thank you to Stewart-some-
thing he knew would make Stewart squirm. “I told producers
he’s going flop around like a fish on the dock,” he said. “I felt like
a rodeo clown trying to keep him on the stage.”

Afterwards, when the “Daily Show” alumni correspondents
gathered around him in a big bear hug, Colbert revealed: “We
were all chanting ‘Made him cry,’” he said. “It might be my
favorite thing I did on the show.” During the TCA Q& A, Colbert
made a point of stopping to send several tweets, including one
mocking a reporter for being a little too aggressive in trying to

ask a question. Colbert said he choose George Clooney for his
first guest “because he’s a brilliant actor and a great director
and he cares about the world.” John Batiste was selected as his
musical director because of his deep roots in New Orleans jazz
and his charisma. “I can’t wait to play off his energy on stage.”
His criteria for guests will be “somebody with something to
say.” He enjoyed his forays into Washington and with politicians
during the “Colbert Report” run but is happy to be able to drop
the artifice because it was tiring. He’s done some field report-
ing already and “I’m not tired at the end. That’s really hearten-
ing.”He shot down the notion that he’s entering a latenight
“war” with his timeslot competitors. “Competition’s not that fun
to me. We have fun with each other all day long” while produc-
ing the show. “I hope everybody does the same and has fantas-
tic ratings. I don’t really care.” — Reuters 
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Tour at the Beverly
Hilton Hotel. 
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Drake on Monday became the first artist
to release an album this year that has
sold more than one million copies in

the United States, ending the latest industry
drought. The Canadian rapper’s “If You’re
Reading This It’s Too Late,” which he put out
digitally without prior warning in February,
has sold 1.007 million copies as of the week
ending Friday, tracking service Nielsen Music
said.

Only one other album has sold more than
one million copies in the United States this
year-pop superstar Taylor Swift ’s “1989,”
although it came out in 2014. The music
industry has been beset in recent years by
falling album sales, with a growing number of
fans preferring to listen only to singles or not
to buy music at all.

Swift’s blockbuster “1989” was the only
album released in 2014 to sell more than one
million copies that year, ending earlier indus-
try fears that it would be the first platinum-

free year on record.  In a sign of the growing
dominance of digital music, Drake-a close col-
laborator of Apple-released “If You’re Reading
This It ’s Too Late” on iTunes two months
before physical copies hit stores.

Brick-and-mortar retailers have for years
resented artists who put out their music first
digitally. Drake said he considered “If You’re
Reading This It’s Too Late” a mixtape rather
than a full album and has hinted that a new
release will come soon. Drake has headlined
major festivals this year, including Coachella,
but has also been hit by controversy.

Rapper Meek Mill last month accused
Drake of not writing his own lyrics, leading
Drake to hit back with two diss tracks. Last
week two people were shot dead and three
others injured at an after-party in Toronto for
Drake’s annual OVO Fest. — AFP 

Leonardo DiCaprio will star in the long-in-development
“The Devil in the White City” with Martin Scorsese direct-
ing for Paramount, sources confirm. The project, which

has been in the works for more than a decade, reunites
DiCaprio with Scorsese two years after “The Wolf of Wall
Street.”

Paramount won an auction to buy the movie rights to Erik
Larson’s book “The Devil in the White City: Murder, Magic and
Madness at the Fair That Changed America.” The studio has
previously owned the rights twice. Billy Ray, whose credits
include “Captain Phillips” and “The Hunger Games,” will write
the script.  Producers are DiCaprio and his Appian Way partner
Jennifer Davisson along with Stacey Sher, Scorsese and Rick
Yorn. DiCaprio first joined the project in 2010.

DiCaprio will play HH Holmes, who murdered between 27
and 200 people, mostly single young women. Set against the
backdrop of the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair, “The Devil in the
White City” tells the intertwining stories of fair architect Daniel
H. Burnham and Holmes, who used a hotel he built near the
fairgrounds to lure his victims.

“The Devil in the White City” was first put in development
in Hollywood by Tom Cruise and Paula Wagner through their
Cruise/Wagner banner via the shingle’s deal with Par, but the
option lapsed in 2004. Paramount reacquired the film rights in
2007 and set it up with producers Michael Shamberg and
Stacey Sher, whose shingle Double Feature Films had a first-
look deal with the studio at that point. Besides “The Wolf of
Wall Street,” DiCaprio and Scorsese have made “Gangs of New
York,” “The Aviator,”  “The Departed” and “Shutter Island”
together. DiCaprio is repped by LBI, which also reps Scorsese.
WME also reps Scorsese CAA and attorney Peter Nichols rep
Ray. — Reuters 

DiCaprio, Scorsese reunite
for ‘Devil in the White City’

China has ordered 120 songs to be
pulled from the Internet, including
tracks titled “Don’t Want to Go to

School” and “All Must Die” because they pro-
moted sex, violence or “incited law-break-
ing”, authorities said.

No individual or organization is allowed
to provide the songs, which “trumpeted
obscenity, violence, crime or harmed social
morality”, the Ministry of Culture said in a
statement on Monday. Most of the blacklist-
ed tunes were by unknown singers or
bands but had striking titles, including “No
Money No Friend” and “Suicide Diary”, a list
attached to the statement showed.

The list provided “specific targets for
Internet organizations’ self-censorship”, the
ministry said, adding companies should
“remove the products accurately, be aware

of the bottom line and improve their serv-
ice”. Anyone who does not comply “will be
punished severely according to the law”, it
said.

China’s Communist Party oversees a vast
censorship system-dubbed the Great
Firewall-that aggressively blocks sites or
snuffs out content and commentary that is
pornographic, violent or deemed politically
sensitive.  Popular social networking sites
such as Facebook and Twitter are inaccessi-
ble in the country, as is YouTube.  Several
Western news organizations have accused
Beijing of blocking access to their websites
in the past, including the New York Times,
Wall Street Journal and Bloomberg. — AFP 
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This March 25, 2015 file photo shows Canadian rapper Aubrey Graham, aka
“Drake”, as he arrives for the premiere of the movie “Get Hard” at the TCL
Chinese Theatre in Hollywood. — AFP 

First presented during BaselWorld this
year, the Rado DiaMaster Grande
Seconde is a timepiece that shows

that every second counts. Displaying two
sub-dials, one for hours and minutes, the
other for seconds, it is a beautiful reminder
that time is of the essence. Joining the
already much-loved models presented ear-
lier this year is a striking new model in grey
and blue tones. A dark grey leather strap
enhances the metallic brilliance of plasma
high-tech ceramic while blued steel hands
give the piece a new edge. With an overall
modern look, created using avant-garde
plasma and monobloc case technologies,
this timepiece nevertheless has an undeni-
ably vintage feel. 

With a cool grey or warm brown leather
strap, these two key models of the collec-
tion will get your pulse racing. Featuring
warm, metallic-colored plasma high-tech
ceramic, the monobloc case of these
DiaMaster models is the frame for an entic-
ing display. A white or grey dial presents
two overlapping sub-dials with silver-col-
ored indexes, which are positioned off-
centre for effortless legibility and mesmer-
izing style, the enabling mechanism, based
on a 2892 movement, was developed
especially for this timepiece. With its edgy
yet retro design the Rado DiaMaster
Grande Seconde is perfectly paired with a
business suit or casual weekend wear. The
unconventional dial makes this timepiece,

as well as the man wearing it, stand out. A
watch to be worn with confidence, this is
the ideal model for the man who dares to
be different.

Modern Alchemy
Mesmerising plasma high-tech ceramic

is a ground-breaking development in the
field of materials in the watch industry. A
material created without the use of any
metal and first used by Rado, plasma high-
tech ceramic offers the best of both worlds,
the unparalleled benefits of high-tech
ceramic and the appeal of a metallic shine.
Astoundingly, plasma high-tech ceramic
begins as white ceramic. Finished white
high-tech ceramic cases and bracelet parts
that have already been polished or sand-
blasted for a matt look are elevated into a
special plasma oven. In this oven gasses
activate at 20,000∫C and the ceramic reach-
es a temperature of 900∫C as its molecular
structure begins to change. This alteration
brings out a unique warm metallic shine.
As this is not a treatment it will not fade
over time so the pieces will not lose their
high-tech shine. Above all, this process
does not affect the essential properties of
the ceramic, which remains scratch-resis-
tant, light and hypoallergenic.  Be the mas-
ter of your time with the Rado DiaMaster
Grande Seconde.

New Rado DiaMaster Grande Seconde

The Master of timepieces

Leonardo DiCaprio and director Martin Scorsese attending the premiere of “Shutter
Island” at The Ziegfeld Theatre, in New York. — AP 


